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On behalf of Mława town council authorities I would like to invite you to visit Mława.
I believe that this town , with the population of over 30 thousand, located in the
northern part of Mazovia Province, is attractive for both tourists as well as
investors. An unquestioned advantage of Mława is the national road No 7
connecting the capital with the coast.
We encourage all investors to set up their businesses in Mława, where they can
successfully do business in all fields of interest making use of a well-developed
financial and banking system, highly educated employees and protection of town's
authorities. The Board of Mława offers attractive terms for business development
such as a system of tax allowances for newly formed economic entities which are
under authorities' favourable protection. Attractiveness of investing in Mława is
appreciated by a worldwide company LG Electronics from Korea, the company
which for a few years has been investing successfully in Mława and is employing
more and more workers every year.



Admirers of beautiful landscapes and charming architecture will also find many
interesting places for themselves. Mława is located in the region called " The Green
Lungs of Poland". There are three nature reserves in the vicinity of Mława: Baranie
Góry, Dolina Mławki and Olszyny Rumockie. There are also many attractions for
tourists in the very centre of the town: The Holy Trinity Parish Church, Are Nouveau
Tenement Houses, Mława Narrow Gauge Railway, Museum of Zawkrzeńska Land,
one of few private museums in Poland- The Juszkiewicz Family Museum,
fortifications from the year 1939 and located nearby, very picturesque Mławka
River Reservoir.
While visiting our town you can count on hospitality and friendliness of our citizens.
And the information about Mława presented above perhaps will induce you to settle
down in Mława

Mława Town Mayor
Sławomir Kowalewski
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